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MyÃ‚Â Bleeping Family Mad Libs features 21 original stories celebrating the crazy drama that all

families experience, including your own!Ã‚Â Readers will love to fill in the blanks of stories about

Thanksgiving dinner gone wrong, dramatic step-parents, and sibling rivalry! It makes a funny and

affordable gift for all the crazies in your life.
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Roger Price and Leonard Stern invented Mad Libs more than 50 years ago!Ã‚Â They were also the

founders of Price Stern Sloan.

Not adult until you add your mix. I expected a more adult themed book and got maybe PG.

Some of the verses seem to be cut out of dialogue with random words haphazardly erased. When

asked for a clue word and a that word is given according to type, the words don't always make

sense and thus aren't remotely funny. Not very well thought out. I threw it out. Wasted my money.

Too bad.

It didn't necessarily seem very "adult" but was still fun to play.



Not as entertaining as I had hoped.

Not very funny at all. The stories are too long and spesifics, and the fill in words too general. This

makes it almost impossible to make a story that makes any sense at all. There should be better

clues for the fill in words other than just "adjective" or "verb". A few spesifics on choosing the word

or a list of words (suggestions) to choose from for a specific fill in word type would make it much

more enjoyable. So if you think your going to have a quick funny custom story like on the back if a

kids menu at Applebee's, keep looking.

not what I had hoped for

i purchased this for my bro-in-law and we played all xmas morning. it was a hoot. when our nephew

(who is 8) came over, we filled one out with him too. it's not dirty language or anything so

appropriate for all ages really.

It's somewhat funny. Not as funny as I hoped it would be. You have to get really silly and crazy to

make it worth while.
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